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Abstract
Decades of work have been conducted on automated building of parallel corpus and
bilingual dictionary in the field of natural language processing. However, rarely have any studies
been done between high-density character-based languages and medium-density word-based
languages due to the lack of resources and fundamental linguistic differences. In this paper, we
describe a methodology for creating a sentence-level parallel corpus and an automatic bilingual
dictionary between Chinese (a high-density character-based language) and Hungarian (a
medium-density word-based language). This method will possibly be applied to create ChineseHungarian bilingual dictionary for the Sztaki Dictionary project [26].
Key words: sentence-level parallel corpus, automatic bilingual dictionary, high/mediumdensity language, character/word-based language.
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Summary
In this project, we automatically build a parallel corpus and a bilingual dictionary
between Chinese (a high-density character-based language) and Hungarian (a medium-density
word-based language).
Chapter 1 describes the background, related work, and our reasons for applying certain
techniques in this project. Chapter 2 explains the detailed methodology and techniques that we
used in this project. Chapter 3 presents our results and evaluations. Chapter 4 concludes this
project and Chapter 5 discusses about potential future work. Appendix A describes the tools we
created in this project. Appendix B is a simple user guide for creating one’s own parallel corpus
and bilingual dictionary in four steps using our methodology.
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Chapter 1: Background and Introduction
In this chapter, we introduce the theory and techniques applied in this project. While
explaining and reviewing the history of those theory and techniques, we explain our reasons for
our applications.

1. Parallel Corpus in Natural Language Processing
1.1.1 Machine Translation and Parallel Corpus
Today’s world is facing the challenge of unbalanced language distributions. According to [1],
a dozen large languages account for 40% of the population whereas over 5000 small languages
account for only about 4% of the population. Despite the information explosion, the uneven
distribution hurts the population speaking medium or low-density languages in information
accessing. Moreover, the expansion of digital information, the ever-growing online population,
and the increase of international collaboration all call for a more efficient way of translating
between languages. These factors have made machine translation a very active research area in
the field of natural language processing.
One major approach for machine translation is developing mathematical models with
machine learning techniques. The most ideal training data for mathematical translation models is
parallel corpus -- a large collection of text paired with its translation. Parallel corpora have been
successfully used to train various types of mathematical translation models such as phrase-based
[3], [4], syntax-based [7], [8] and class-based [6] translation models. To be more specific, a
parallel corpus helps mathematical models learn to create phrase-to-phrase pairs, syntactic unit
pairs, and class pairs (which are groups of words with similar meanings such as “Friday” and
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“Sunday”) between two languages. The resulting pairs are applied to match one language to
another during the machine translation process.
Therefore, the availability and quality of parallel corpora are crucial to the quality of
mathematical translation models. Corpora with sufficient word coverage and accurate alignment
are in high demand. To guarantee the quantity and quality of parallel corpora, many collecting
and processing techniques are used. The selection and application of those techniques largely
depend on the properties of the languages in the parallel corpus.
1.1.2 Techniques for Collecting and Processing Parallel Corpus
The two main techniques for collecting corpora are automatic collection from web pages
(web mining) and manual collection.
Web Mining is a technique to automatically extract information from webpages. This
technique takes advantage of the abundance of free digital information on the Internet. For
example, STRAND [17] is one of the earliest parallel corpora created with web mining. Firstly,
STRAND locates pages that have versions in other languages or pages that contain hypertext
links to the same document in different languages. Secondly, pairs of potential translated pages
are generated using automatic language identification, URL-matching and document length
comparison. Thirdly, the pages’ underlying HTML structures are analyzed to check whether the
pages are real translations of each other.
Manual Collection means collecting corpora using human labor. This method can result
in a parallel corpus with better diversity and better language coverage. A good example is [9],
where a total of 11550 parallel documents between Hungarian and English were collected from
literature, legal documents, captions, and six other categories.
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Bringing down parallels corpus’ alignment level from document to sentence improves the
quality of the training data for mathematical translation models. The preprocessing step of this
pairing is to find the word and sentence boundaries in the texts separately.
Segmentation (Tokenization) is the process of breaking the text up into sentences,
words or other meaningful units.
Sentence-level segmentation can be tricky in western languages due to the
ambiguousness of stopping punctuations. For example, the English period ‘.’ does not only
appear at the end of sentences, but also appears in abbreviations (e.g. ‘Mr.’), internet URLs, or
ellipsis marks. In fact, 47% of the English periods in Wall Street Journal Corpus [46] and 10% of
the periods in Brown corpus [38] denote abbreviations instead of sentences’ boundaries [37].
On the contrary, word-level segmentation it is much easier in western languages than in
Chinese. In western languages, word-level segmentation only requires separating words from
tokens that are not part of the word (e.g. periods that are not abbreviations or decimals). In the
Chinese language, however, word-level segmentation requires combining or separating
individual characters (Section 1.3). Decades of work has been put into Chinese word-level
segmentation, resulting in many complicated approaches with the help of statistical models and
machine learning models (usually constructed based on word frequency) [22], [23], dictionaries,
or a mix of both [24].
Recent research suggests two main strategies for sentence-level and word-level
segmentation: rule-based approach [20] and adaptive approach [21].
Rule-based approach segments sentence or word with a set of manually designed rules to
detect sentences or words boundaries. Below is an example set of rules used in a rule-based
approach for English sentences segmentation [39].
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(a) If it is a period, it ends a sentence;
(b) If the preceding token is on my hand-compiled list of abbreviations (Mr. Dr. Ms.,
etc.), then it does not end a sentence;
(c) If the next token is capitalized, then it ends a sentence.
Unlike rule-based approach segmenters, adaptive approach segmenters automatically
generate sentence segmentation rules using machine learning techniques. To be more specific,
corpora with or without pre-marked sentence boundaries [40], [41] are used to train machine
learning models. These models learn rules through finding the possibility of occurrences of the
ending words and beginning words of sentences
In this project, for both Hungarian sentence-level and word-level segmentation, we use
rule-based tool Huntoken [15].
For Chinese sentence-level segmentation, we created our own rule-based segmenter.
Chinese sentence boundaries are less ambiguous then Hungarian sentence boundaries (Section
1.1.4). Therefore, the simple rule-based approach will be accurate enough to satisfy our needs.
Moreover, Hunalign [9] (the tool we used in the subsequent step to create sentence-level parallel
corpus) is able to combine or split sentences to achieve the best sentence alignment, which will
correct some segmentation mistakes. For example, suppose a sentence A with its parallel
translation B is incorrectly segmented to sentences A1 and A2. Then if Hunalign detects that
both A1 and A2 match part of B, it will combine A1 and A2 back to one sentence. Therefore, our
result is unlikely to be affected even with small amount of mistakenly segmented sentences.
For Chinese word-level segmentation, we used Stanford Word Segmenter [13] developed
by the Stanford Natural Language Processing Group, which is explained in detail in Section
2.2.2.
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Sentence Alignment is the process of pairing sentences from one language to another.
Two sentence alignment approaches are suggested in previous research: length-based alignment
that aligns sentences of similar length or token length [18], [10] and word-based alignment that
pairs sentences based on the words’ correspondences calculated by statistics information or by
dictionary (dictionary-based) [5], [19].
1.1.3 Parallel Corpus and the Density of the Language
Language density is defined as the availability of digital stored materials written in the
language. This language density may not be indicated by the population of speakers. For
example, Indonesia has three times the population of Germany, but Indonesian is of lower
density than German, which means that there are less digital materials available in Indonesian
than in German. Chinese and English are high density languages, while many European
languages such as Hungarian are medium density languages.
Due to the availability of resources, early research focused on parallel corpora between highdensity languages, such as between English and French [10]. Later, with the improvement of text
collecting techniques, more parallel corpora involved medium-density languages, such as
between English and other European Languages [2], [12], [9]. Parallel corpora between two
medium-density languages were also made available using a third high-density language such as
English as the intermediary.
With regard to collecting parallel corpora involving medium-density languages, manual
collection is more preferable than web mining. This is because the densities of languages
significantly affect the quantity of machine-detectable parallel corpora. For example, a
Hungarian corpus of 3.5 million unique pages yielded only 535 pages of bilingual parallel corpus
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[14]. Therefore, we used manual collection in this project where we created a parallel corpus
between Hungarian (medium-density) and Chinese (large-density).
1.1.4 Parallel Corpus between Chinese and Hungarian – Languages with Fundamental
Linguistic Differences
Another key challenge of this project was the difficulties caused by the differences between
Chinese and Hungarian linguistics, and the different writing systems. Firstly, the basic unit of a
word is different in Chinese and Hungarian. In Hungarian (as well as in English and many
western languages), the basic unit of a word is a letter from a limited set (alphabet). In Chinese,
the basic unit of a word is a character (where each character has its own multiple meanings) from
a much larger and still expanding set of approximately 80,000. Secondly, words in Hungarian
vary from their root form depending on their functionality in the sentence (for example:
“Budapest” is the capital of Hungary, but “Budapesten” is used when saying “at Budapest”),
whereas words in Chinese do not have time tenses, plural forms, or other forms different than the
original. Thirdly, unlike Chinese sentences, Hungarian sentences have spaces between words.
Fourthly, the Hungarian period is used to indicate the end of a sentence, an abbreviation, or a
decimal point, while Chinese has unambiguous sentence-ending markers. In the Chinese
language, sentence-stopping punctuations such as “。？！” will only appear at the end of a
sentence in normal text.
These fundamental linguistic differences make it clear that different preprocessing steps are
crucial for both Chinese and Hungarian before performing sentence-alignment, especially when
doing word-level segmentation, sentence-level segmentation, and when creating a bilingual
dictionary. Extra techniques such as stemming must be used to guarantee the dictionary’s quality
and usefulness later in sentence alignment process.
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1.2 Automatic Bilingual Dictionary
Bilingual dictionaries are of great importance in the field of natural language processing.
Besides being widely applicable in machine translation (e.g. for creating sentence-level parallel
corpora), bilingual dictionaries help in many other fields including cross-language information
retrieval [30] and cross-language plagiarism detection [31].
Early research used a context-based approach for creating automatic bilingual
dictionaries [32], [33]. A context-based approach constructs word pairs based on their similarity
scores, which are calculated from words’ occurrence frequencies in parallel documents. Later
research suggested new approaches such as syntax-based [34] and character-similarity [35]
approaches. In the syntax-based approach [34], the similarity score (dependency heterogeneity)
measures the similarity between a word and its translation. In the character-similarity [35]
example, word pairs are extracted based on the similarity between Japanese and Chinese
characters, and are used to train statistical models for finding more word pairs.
In this project, we used a context-based approach to create an automatic bilingual
dictionary. There are two reasons why we created our own Chinese-Hungarian dictionary. First,
we failed to find available Chinese-Hungarian dictionaries online that have both good quality
and good coverage. Second, creating automatic bilingual dictionaries is an important problem for
machine translations involving medium-density languages (or potentially low-density
languages).
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Chapter 2: Methodology
In this chapter, we discuss the details of the methodology and techniques we used in our
project.

Figure 1: Methodology Flowchart of this Project

The flowchart [Figure 1] above summarizes the methodology used to create the sentencelevel parallel corpus in this project. In general, parallel documents of Chinese and Hungarian are
collected and preprocessed before passing into Hunalign [9]. Then, Hunalign [9] creates a
sentence-level parallel corpus, which is later used by Hundict [42] (Section 2.6.1) to create an
automatic dictionary.

2.1 Collecting Parallel Corpus
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For medium density languages, parallel web pages exist only in small numbers (Section
1.1.3). Therefore, we collected parallel corpora manually from the web. After collection, we
changed all the Hungarian and Chinese documents into utf-8 without BOM encoding and txt
format.
Additionally, we filtered out certain parallel documents whose Chinese and Hungarian
versions are significantly different in size. The difference in size is due to the incompleteness of
the document in either one of the two languages. We filtered these documents out because they
resulted in many incorrectly parallel sentences in our experiments. These incorrect sentence
alignments will create noise in the final phase of creating bilingual dictionary out of the
sentence-level parallel corpus.
After filtering and other quality checking processes, we collected a total of 60 literatures
and religion books that had both Hungarian and Chinese versions.

2.2 Normalizing a Chinese Document
Normalizing a Chinese document involves sentence and word-level segmentation, and
can sometimes involve traditional to simplified Chinese conversion.
2.2.1 Sentence-Level Segmentation
Because sentence-level segmentation in Chinese is much easier to handle, we created our
own rule-based tool Chinese-sentencizor.py for the sentence-level segmentation of the Chinese
language. The detail of this tool is described in Appendix A.
2.2.2 Word-Level Segmentation
Stanford Word Segmenter [13] is a tool for tokenizing Chinese sentences into words,
developed by the Stanford Natural Language Processing Group.
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The Stanford Word Segmenter uses a complicated statistical sequence modeling
framework called conditional random field (CRF) [11]. The segmenter treats the segmentation
task as a binary decision task, labeling each character as either the beginning or the continuation
of a word. The segmenter also considers linguistic features such as n-grams, morphological and
character reduplication. In the end, Stanford Word Segmenter selects label sequences with the
largest probability.
As mentioned in Section 1.1.4, Chinese and Hungarian have fundamental linguistic
differences. Before creating a parallel corpus, word-level tokenization must be done in Chinese.
Hungarian to Chinese word matching is necessary in the dictionary-based alignment step of
Hunalign. Furthermore, the number of shared words between sentences is a very important
component of the sentence pairs’ similarity scores, which is the criterion for aligning sentences.
The output of Stanford Word Segmenter is as below:
出去 (Outside)

散步 (Take a Walk)

是 (Is)

不 (Not)

可能 (Possible)

了 (Interjection no meaning)。

2.2.3 Traditional to Simplified Chinese Conversion [27]
Among all the Chinese documents used in the steps of collecting parallel corpora and
creating dictionaries, very few are in traditional. Therefore, a traditional to simplified Chinese
conversion tool is used to process some documents.
The only difference between traditional and simplified Chinese is the writing method of
about 2000 characters. These characters have fewer strokes in simplified Chinese, but they have
very similar shapes and the exact same meanings in both traditional and simplified Chinese.
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Therefore, traditional to simplified Chinese conversion only concerns replacing certain
characters with no changes on the word and sentence-level.

2.3 Normalizing a Hungarian Document
Normalizing a Hungarian document involves sentence-level segmentation, word-level
segmentation, and stemming.
2.3.1 Word and Sentence-Level Segmentation
Huntoken [15] is a rule based boundary detector and word segmentation tool for
Hungarian, English, and many other western languages, developed by the Budapest University of
Technology and Economics. Huntoken segments a document on both word-level and sentencelevels, and outputs an XML file of the segmented document.
Huntoken detect paragraphs and sentence endings through recognizing blank lines and
special characters (e.g. \r or \n). Huntoken separates each paragraph by xml tags <p> and
sentences by <s>. After paragraph and sentence segmentation, Huntoken wrap every word with
<w> and each punctuation with <c>. For example, a paragraph with one sentence “I love
science” will be output by Huntoken as:
<p><s><w>I</w><w>love</w><w>science</w><c>!<c/></s></p>”
In the output of Huntoken, there are some other formatting tags such as <?xml
version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-2"?>. These tags do not offer useful information for our
project.
After Huntoken output an XML file, a Python tool huntoken_parser.py was used to
change the XML format back to the txt format. The detail of Huntoken_parser.py is explained in
Appendix A.
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2.3.2 Stemming
Hunmorph [25] is a tool for stemming Hungarian words developed by a group in the
Media Research Center in Hungary. Stemming is the process of retrieving the root form of a
word (for example, retrieving “tanul” from “tanulok”). The concept of a stem cannot be applied
to certain languages such as Chinese, in which characters do not change their format based on
their functionality in the sentence (Section 1.3).
Stemming is crucial in creating a parallel corpus between Hungarian and Chinese,
especially when a bilingual dictionary is applied. After stemming, the same Hungarian word in
different formats will be changed back to the same root form, which will then be matched with
the same Chinese characters based on the input or the automatically created dictionary.
The output of Hunmorph is as below, where the first word of each line is the original
word and the word before “||” is the stemmed work. A bash script was written to transform the
original literature into Hunmorph’s input form and then pack stemmed words back into the
original literature.
A
a||ART K
S
babonás
babonás||ADJ K
S
félelem félelem||NOUN
K
S
már
már||ADV
K
S
megérintett, megérintett,||NOUN G
U
de
de||CONJ
K
S
még még||ADV
K
S
nem nem||ADV
K
S
lett
van||VERB<PAST> K
S
rajtam én||NOUN<PERS<1>><CAS<SUE>>
úrrá. úrrá.||NOUN G
U
2.4 Creating Dictionaries as the Input of Hunalign
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This section describes the three Chinese-Hungarian dictionaries we created as the original
input of Hunalign. The results using the three dictionaries are compared and a final dictionary is
decided as the input of Hunalign.
2.4.1 Dictionary1 – Combining Web-mined Dictionary with Upenn [36]
The steps involved in creating the first dictionary are explained below:

Figure 2: Flowchart of Creating Dictionary 1
First, a web-mined bilingual dictionary from Wiktionary (D1) was mixed with a UPenn
dictionary (D2). To be more specific, all English words occurring in both D1 and D2 occur and
only occur once in D3; if an English word occurs in both D1 and D2, its Chinese meaning from
both dictionaries are mixed.
Second, the mixed Chinese-English dictionary (D3) was combined with an EnglishHungarian dictionary 4Lang (D4). 4Lang is a seed dictionary of approximately 3500 entries
composed of the most frequently used Hungarian words based on Longman Defining
Vocabulary, Google unigram count [29], BNC, and the most frequent 2000 words from Polish
and Hungarian from [9], [14]. Combining D3 and D4 result in a Hungarian-Chinese dictionary
D5; this is used to pass to Hunalign.
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2.4.2 Dictionary2 – OpenSubtitle.dict
OpenSubtitle.dict is created through running Hundict on Open-Subtitles [16].
OpenSubtitles is a sentence-level parallel corpus web-mined from Chinese and Hungarian movie
subtitles. OpenSubtitles is originally in traditional Chinese, so a traditional to simplified
conversion (Section 2.2.3) was applied to the original documents. OpenSubtitles is one of the
open parallel corpora downloaded from OPUS – a growing collection of parallel corpus obtained
from the web.
We experimented with multiple DICE values (Section 2.6.1) when applying Hundict [42]
on OpenSubtitles. The largest dictionary resulted with DICE 0.01 has 10330 word pairs.
2.4.3 Dictionary3 – Upenn_Upann.dict
Upenn_Upann.dict was created by joining a Hungarian-English dictionary (82763 words
pairs) from Attila Vonyó [47] and an English-Chinese dictionary (78585 words pairs) from
Upenn LDC [36]. This resulted in a Hungarian-Chinese dictionary with 276965 word pairs. Both
the Hungarian-English dictionary and English-Chinese dictionary contain many-to-many
translations while the resulting Hungarian-Chinese dictionary contains only one-to-one
translation (as required by Hunalign). This explains the size difference between the dictionaries.
Suppose we have the two below dictionaries with word pairs with the same English
words E1 and E2, each English word is translated into Chinese (Z) or Hungarian word (H) in
different dictionaries:
English-Chinese Dictionary: E1 -> Z1, Z2; E2 -> Z1
English-Hungarian Dictionary: E1 -> H1, H3; E2 -> H1, H2
Then the combined dictionary will be:
Z1->H1, Z1->H2, Z2->H1, Z2->H3 (E1=E1)
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Z1->H1 (removed due to duplication), Z1->H2 (E2=E2)
2.4.4 Evaluating and Choosing Dictionaries
After obtaining the three dictionaries described above, we evaluated these dictionaries
from different perspectives and decided to use Upenn_Upann.dict as the input for Hunalign.
Manual Checking
Our first approach to evaluate the dictionaries is manual checking. To our knowledge,
this project will result in the first automatically created dictionary between Hungarian and
Chinese languages. Therefore, we lack available quantified methodologies or tools that we can
use to automatically evaluate the Hungarian-Chinese dictionary (and parallel corpus) we created.
For the only Hundict-created dictionary Opensubtitles.dict, we first sort word pairs by
their similarity scores calculated by Hundict. Second, we divided similarity scores into ranges
and randomly choose 10 word pairs with similarity scores from each range. Third, Hungarian
and Chinese native speakers of proficient English level sit side by side and explain the meaning
of Hungarian and Chinese word from the same word pair to each other in English. Fourth,
Hungarian and Chinese speakers decide on whether the words in a word pair are the correct
translations of each other. This manual process gives us information about the accuracy of the
dictionary, both partly (based on similarity scores) and overall.
For dictionary 1 and Upenn_Upann.dict in which word pairs do not have similarity scores,
we skipped the first and second step. Instead, we randomly selected word pairs to be examined
and follow the same manual checking method as in the third and fourth steps.
Size Comparing
Another factor we used to evaluate the dictionaries is the size of each dictionary. A larger
size dictionary is preferable because it offers more information to help Hunalign with aligning
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sentences. The numbers of word pairs in each dictionary are shown in the table below. The table
shows that Upenn_Upann.dict has an absolute advantage in quantity comparing with the other
two dictionaries.

Dictionary

Number of Word Pairs

Base.dict

29,363

Opensubtitle.dict

10,330

Upenn_Upann.dict

276,965

Table 1: Numbers of Word Pairs in the Dictionaries We Created
Evaluating Opensubtitles.dict Using Upenn_Upann.dict
The approach described in this part was used for evaluating Opensubtitles.dict.
Evaluating Opensubtitles.dict not only helps us make decision on which dictionary to use as the
input of Hunalign, but also helps us evaluate the Hundict [42] tool, which is the main tool we
will use to generate automatic dictionary out of sentence-level parallel corpus.
We evaluated Opensubtitle through extracting the common word pairs from
Opensubtitle.dict and Upenn_Upann.dict. We chose Upenn_Upann.dict because: firstly, it is a
big enough dictionary that will share enough common word pairs with Opensubtitle.dict;
secondly, from the previous evaluations, we found that Upenn_Upann.dict has the best precision.
Evaluating Dictionaries Using Hunalign [9]
Moreover, we evaluated all three dictionaries through running Hunalign [9] (Hunalign is
explained in detail in Section 2.5). First, we randomly selected 5 out of the 60 parallel documents
as an experiment sample. Then, we ran Hunalign using each of the three dictionaries as input,
resulting in three versions of sentence-level parallel corpus for each parallel documents. Lastly,
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we checked the accuracy of all resulting parallel corpora using the same manual method we used
before: randomly selected sentence pairs out of each corpus, and let Chinese and Hungarian
native speakers communicate in English to decide the correctness of sentence pairs.
After checking the outputs of Hunalign, we all agreed that using Upenn_Upann.dict as
input achieved the most accurate sentence-level alignment.

2.5 Sentence-Level Alignment using Hunalign [9]
After processing the original documents and creating dictionaries, sentence-level
alignment was run.
2.5.1 about Hunalign [9]
Hunalign is a tool that takes in tokenized and sentence-segmented parallel text in two
languages and outputs a sequence of bilingual sentence pairs, written by Hungarian scientist
David Varga. Hunalign uses a hybrid algorithm of length-based and dictionary-based alignment:
it can either use an input dictionary or an automatically-built dictionary built by Hunalign itself
based on word frequency.
Hunalign starts with calculating sentence pairs’ similarity scores using the below formula:
▪

Token-based score

+ award (for high

proportion of shared tokens)
▪

Length-based score

(

)

(

)

After computing similarity scores, Hunalign creates an alignment matrix with sentences
from one language as rows and the other language as columns. With the alignment matrix,
Hunalign goes through the matrix to find the best alignment rail using the score of skipping
sentences and coalescing sentences learnt from the training corpus. Lastly, Hunalign iteratively
20

coalesce neighboring pairs if better scores are achieved, and thus discovers one-to-many and
many-to-one sentence alignments as well.
Hunalign has the big advantage of discovering one-to-many and many-to-one sentence
alignment. The reason is that a sentence with conjunctions is likely to be translated into more
than one sentence in another language for the purpose of a clearer meaning. Moreover, a failure
to discover many-to-one or one-to-many sentence alignment may lead to a failure of all sentence
alignments afterwards. Thus, Hunalign is preferred over other available sentence alignment tools
in this project.
2.5.2 Using Hunalign [9]
Hunalign is used with the following command:
hunalign-1.2/src/hunalign/hunalign
Document]> [Output]

[Dictionary]

[Hungarian

Document]

[Chinese

In the command above, [Dictionary] is the Upenn_Upann.dict we discussed in Section
2.4; [Hungarian Document] is the normalized and stemmed Hungarian document; [Chinese
Document] is the normalized Chinese document. The [Output] contains line-number pairs of the
sentence pairs from the [Hungarian Document] and [Chinese Document]. [Output] is then
passed to the Hunalign_textAligner tool (Appendix A), which transforms the line-number pairs
back to the original sentence pairs, resulting in the sentence-level parallel corpus of which an
example is shown in Figure 4 of Section 3.1.1.

2.6 Extracting an Dictionary out of Sentence-Level Parallel Corpus
2.6.1 about Hundict [42]
Hundict is a tool for extracting bilingual dictionaries from sentence-aligned parallel
corpora, written by Hungarian scientist Attila Zseder from SZTAKI.
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Hundict uses a context-based approach with the help of contingency table [43] and Dice’s
coefficient [44], [45]. Contingency table is a statistical matrix representing the distribution of the
frequency of variables. Dice’s coefficient is a statistical measurement for the similarity of two
samples. The formula of Dice’s coefficient that we used in this project is:

Below is an example of how Hundict utilizes the contingency table and Dice’s coefficient
to generate dictionaries. Suppose we have a Chinese-English corpus of 1000 parallel sentences;
one of the sentences pairs is:
I love science.
我 爱 科学 。
Then the resulting contingency table for this sentence pair will be as below:
Co-Occurrence

En-Occurrence

Zh-Occurrence

No-Occurrence

I-我

300

100

200

400

love-爱

200

80

20

700

science-科学

50

40

10

900

I-爱

50

20

30

900

Love-科学

5

80

70

845

Science-我

5

70

90

835

I-科学

8

90

70

832

love-我

4

100

90

806

Science-爱

5

80

80

835

Table 2: Example of Contingency Table Created by Hundict
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Taking the word pair “I-我” as an example: In the contingency table, Co-Occurrence =
300 means that there are 300 sentence pairs in which “I” occurs in the English sentence and “我”
occurs in the corresponding Chinese sentence; the En-Occurrence = 100 means that there are 100
sentence pairs in which “I” occurs in the English sentence and “我” does not occur in the
corresponding Chinese sentence; the Zh-Occurrence = 200 means that there are 200 sentence
pairs in which “I” does not occur in the English sentence but “I” occurs in the corresponding
Chinese sentence; No-Occurrence = 400 means there are 400 sentences pairs in which neither “I”
nor “我” occurs in English or corresponding Chinese sentences. Notice that all the numbers in
Table2 are made up for the purpose of explaining how Hundict works.
After completing the contingency table, Hunalign will use the Dice’s Coefficient function
to calculate the two words similarity.
|
| |

|
| |

(

(

)

(

)

(

）

)

= 66.7%
Therefore, the similarity score for “I-我” is 66.7%

2.6.2 Applying Hundict [42]
Hundict is used with the following command:
python hundict.py [Options] [Input_File] [Bound] [Scorer]
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[Scorer] is the mathematical formula used to calculate the similarity scores of word pairs.
In this project, we use DICE, which is explained in Section 2.6.1, as the [Scorer]. [Bound] is the
minimum similarity score for accepting a word pair into the output dictionary. [Options] are the
options offered by Hundict which can be seen by using the command “python hundict.py –h”. In
this project, we mainly experimented with the three options described below:
--iter is an option specifying the numbers of iterations that Hundict will go through to
create the final dictionary. In every iteration, Hundict goes through all sentences to search
qualified word pairs, with previously qualified word pairs being removed.
--ngram is an option helping detect the situation where one word is translated to n words
in another language. For example, a single Chinese word “首相” is translated into two English
words “Prime Minister”. If -- ngram is set to be false, using Dice’s Coefficient will only detect
1gram words translation. This means that instead of detecting word pair “首相-Prime Minister”,
hunDict will detect “首相-Prime” or “首相-Minister”. If -- ngram is set to be true, then for word
pair W1-W2, Hundict will check the words occurring before and after W2 in the original
documents, and combine W2 with words that frequently occurring around it. Thus, one-to-many
and many-to-one words translations can be detected.
-- sets is an option helps detect the situation where one word has multiple meanings and
thus being translated into different words in another language. This situation frequently happens
when translating western languages. For example, the English word “way” can be translated into
both Chinese words “路 (road)” and “方法 (method)”.
Recall that in Section 2.6.1, a word pairs’ similarity score is calculated as
(

)

(
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)

If both word pairs “way-路” and “way-方法” occur with similar frequency, then the EnOccurrence and Zh-Occurrence will be much larger comparing with Co-Occurrence, which will
result in very low similarity scores for both word pairs. Therefore, without using –sets to handle
this situation, neither “way-路” nor “way-方法” is likely to be detected.
We ran Hundict using options of different values and their combinations on sample
sentence-level parallel corpora. Empirically, setting -- ngram and/or -- set as true will require a
much longer amount of time to create the dictionary. Moreover, almost all the extra word pairs
created by -- ngram and -- set have very low similarity scores and low accuracy.
After several manual checking rounds, we found that running Hundict with Dice = 0.2, -Iter = 5, --ngram = false and -- set = false resulted in the most accurate Hungarian-Chinese
dictionary. We ran Hundict with these options on each literature and combined their resulted
dictionaries, with duplicated word-pairs and name pairs removed.
2.6.3 Postprocessing -- Filtering out Name Pairs
Hundict [42] generates word pairs based on their common occurrences. Therefore, the
final dictionary generated contains some name pairs. A bash script is written to filter our all these
meaningless name pairs out of the final dictionary. Basically, for the Hungarian word of each
word pair in the final dictionary, if the frequency of the capitalized Hungarian word is 10 times
bigger than the frequency of the not capitalized Hungarian word in the original document, then
the word pair is listed as a potential name pair. For example, if “Henry” is used more frequently
in the original documents then “henry”, then “Henry – 哈利” is probably a name pair.
Below is an excerpt of the filtered out name pairs from the dictionary created out of the
literature “Jane Eyre”. The number in each row is the similarity score of the word pairs.
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Figure 3: Example of Name Pairs
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Chapter 3: Results and Evaluation
3.1 Result1 -- Parallel Corpus
3.1.1 Description of Parallel Corpus
The final corpus we created contains 26427 parallel Chinese-Hungarian sentences.
The below graph an excerpt of the sentence-level parallel corpus we created out of the
novel Jane Eyre. The expert shown is selected randomly from the whole corpus.

Figure 4: Sample Results of the Chinese-Hungarian Sentence-level Parallel Corpus
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Each row contains a Hungarian sentence and its corresponding Chinese sentence; the
numerical score at the end of each line is meaningless as explained by the author of Hunalign
himself.
3.1.2 Evaluation of Parallel Corpus
We randomly selected 10 pieces of literature out of the 60 pieces of literature and then
manually checked the sentence-level parallel corpora created out of the 10 samples. We use the
same manually checking method described in Section 2.4.4. All the Hungarian and Chinese
native speakers who were involved in this checking process agree on the good quality of the
sample parallel corpora. Therefore, we concluded that the whole corpus created out of the 60
literatures is in good quality.
The resulting Sentence-Level Parallel Corpora created out of each literature and all
literatures are made available on nessi6.ilab.sztaki.hu, under /home/szuperAurora/Results.
3.2 Result II –Chinese-Hungarian Dictionary
3.2.1 Description of Chinese-Hungarian Dictionary
The final Chinese-Hungarian Dictionary is created by running Hundict on each of the 60
parallel documents collected and combined their results, with duplicated word pairs removed.
The final Chinese-Hungarian dictionary has a total of 23932 word pairs after removing 613 name
pairs.
The graph below is an excerpt of the final Chinese-Hungarian Dictionary we created. The
expert is selected randomly.
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Figure 5: Example of Word Pairs from Final Dictionary Created
The first column contains the similarities scores of the word-pairs. The second column
contains the Hungarian word and the third column contains the Chinese word.
This resulting dictionary is made available on nessi6.ilab.sztaki.hu, under
/home/szuperAurora/Results.
3.2.2 Evaluation of Chinese-Hungarian Dictionary
We evaluated our dictionary using the same manual checking method as described in the
previous sections. We randomly selected 20 word pairs from different similarity score ranges and
manually check their accuracy.
The chart below is the summary of our evaluation result. The chart contains six similarity
score ranges, the percentage of the number of the word-pairs in each range out of the whole
dictionary, and the estimated accuracy of word pairs in each range. An accuracy of x/20 means
that we found x correctly translated pairs out of the 20 randomly selected word pairs.

Similarity Score Range

% Word Pairs

Accuracy

[0, 0.1)

33.2%

7/20 ≈ 35%

[0.1,0.2)

19%

12/20 ≈ 60%
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(0.2-0.4]

20.5%

17/20≈ 85%

(0.4-0.6]

16.1%

18/20≈ 90%

(0.6-0.8]

8.6%

20/20≈ 100%

(0.8-1.0]

2.6%

19/20≈ 95%

Table 3: Evaluation Summary of the Final Dictionary Created
Additionally, this result shows that the similarity score computed by Hundict is a
meaningful and accurate evaluation of word-pairs’ quality. Word-pairs with higher similarity
scores have larger possibilities of being accurate.
3.2.3 Common Errors
Below are the common errors we found when checking the dictionary manually.
Error I: Translating a Word Incompletely. For example, Hungrian word ‘Sellő’ is
translated into Chinese word ‘鱼(fish)’ with a similarity score of 0.58, instead of ‘人鱼
（mermaid)’. However, the Chinese word ‘人鱼’ is actually a combination of two words ‘人
(human)’ and ‘鱼(fish)’. This type of error is due to the defect of Hundict’s ‘–ngram’ option
described in Section 2.6.1.
Error II: Translating a Word into Words that Frequently Occur Together with it. For
example, Hungarian word ‘Gyalázatos’ is translated into Chinese word ‘行为(act)’ with a
similarity score of 0.087, instead of ‘可耻(shameful)’. However, ‘可耻行为 (shameful act)’ is a
commonly used phrase in the Chinese language. This error occurs because Hundict extracts word
pairs based on their co-occurrence in sentence pairs, and word ‘可耻’ and ‘行为’ frequently
occur together.
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Error III: Including non-word in word-pairs. There are also very few roman numerals and
tokens mixed in the resulting dictionary and are translated into Hungarian or Chinese words. For
example: Hungarian word ‘a’ is translated to Chinese period ‘。’ with a similarity score of 0.58;
Hungarian ‘p’ is translated to ‘P’ with a similarity score of 0.88; ‘900’ is translated to “九百 (900
in Chinese)” with a similarity score of 0.89. Therefore, a filtering tool should be developed to
clean up the Hunalign’s output.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion
In this project, we created a sentence-level parallel corpus and a bilingual dictionary
between Hungarian and Chinese. We presented a methodology for creating corpora and
dictionaries between high-density character-based languages and medium-density word-based
languages. We pipelined existing tools with auxiliary self-created tools and made all the tools
available to the public.
Our project is potentially an important contribution to the well-reputed Sztaki Szótár
(‘dictionary’ in Hungarian) project [26]. Currently, Sztaki Szótár collected bilingual dictionaries
in 7 languages: English, Hungarian, German, French, Italian, Polish, Dutch and Bulgarian.
However, all the 7 languages are European word-based languages. The introduction of Chinese,
a language spoken by about one fifth of the worlds’ population, would significantly increase the
diversity and influence of SZTAKI dictionaries.
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Chapter 5: Future Work
The next step for future research is to test the methodology we presented in this paper on
other languages. A good example is Hungarian-Japanese. Japanese is a high-density characterbased language that shares great similarities with Chinese in its characters. Therefore, creating
sentence-level parallel corpora and bilingual dictionary between Hungarian and Japanese will
ideally be accomplished with the same methodology presented in this paper, with a few minor
modifications in the original documents’ pre-processing steps. Similarly, sentence-level parallel
corpora and dictionaries between Chinese and other medium density European languages such as
Romanian may also be easily accomplished using the methodology we presented.
Another potential focus of future research is to collect larger and better parallel
documents using more efficient approaches. Although Chinese is a high-density language, it is
used in a limited numbers of geographical areas instead of being used worldwide, like English.
This explains the fact that more documents are translated from western languages to English than
to Chinese, making it harder to collect parallel corpora between Chinese and Hungarian. If more
original text documents are collected, more sentence-level parallel corpora can be created, which
will expand the quantity and coverage of automatically created dictionaries.
Moreover, future research should work on improving the evaluation method of the
sentence-level parallel corpora and bilingual dictionaries. The manual comparison method used
in this project guarantees accuracy. However, this method is inefficient and tedious, as the size of
corpora and dictionaries would become larger in future research. Therefore, a better evaluation
method is necessary. One suggestion is to test the accuracy of word-pairs using another highdensity language (e.g.: English) as an intermediate, testing whether both words in word pairs are
translated into the same or similar English words. Another suggestion is to utilize multiple online
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translation tools by seeing whether a word is often translated to its correspondent word in the
word pair. However, both of the suggested methods involve extra tools or dictionary resources,
and the quality of these tools and dictionaries should be convincingly evaluated.
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Appendix A: Tuning Tools
This chapter explains the auxiliary tools necessary to ensure the proper use of the main
tools mentioned above.
All tools described below are made available on nessi6.ilab.sztaki.hu, under
/home/szuperAurora/Hundict/python-tools or /home/szuperAurora/Hunalign/python-tools. The
usage and detailed description of each tool can be found in its README file.

I. Format Processing Tools
i. encode_transform.py
encode_transform.py is a tool for changing the encoding of a file from certain encoding
to a target encoding. At present, the tool can recognize the most popular encodings: UTF-8,
GB2312, GBK, UTF16, BIG5, Latin1 and Latin2. Users can easily extend the source encodings
or change the target encoding in the source code of encode_transform.py (explained in its
README).
We made this tool because tools used in this project require different encodings for input
files. For example, Huntoken and Hunmorph require Latin2 encoding, while Hunalign requires
utf-8 encoding. Therefore, an automatic detection transformation for input files of various
encoding is necessary and crucial to the proper usage of the tools we described in the above
chapter.
ii. chinese-sentencizor.py
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chinese-sentencizor.py is a tool for Chinese sentence-level segmentation. chinesesentencizor.py uses regex to define rules for recognizing sentence-ending punctuation. Chinesesentencizor.py processes a Chinese text in the following aspects:
1) Detecting sentence boundaries and outputting each sentence into a separate line;
2) Removing white spaces and blank lines;
3) Surrounding every punctuation mark with one space before and after the punctuation.
In addition, the input file of this tool must be in utf8 encoding. This is because only
known encoding can be decoded into Unicode representing the Chinese punctuations.
iii. huntoken_parser.py
huntoken_parser.py is a tool for processing the output of Huntoken. Huntoken takes in a
text file and outputs an XML file. However, the outputted XML format is not accepted by both
Hunmorph and Hunalign. Therefore, we developed Huntoken_parser.py as a tool to change the
XML format back to the normal text. The final output after Huntoken_parser.py is a plan text file
containing only the contents in the original documents, with both words and sentences
segmented.
iv. hunalign_textAligner.py
Hunalign_textAligner.py

is

a

tool

for

processing

the

output

of

Hunalign.

Hunalign_textAligner.py takes in line-number pairs and outputs the corresponding sentence pairs.
Hunalign_textAligner.py is crucial to the success of sentence-level alignment. Hunalign’s
input dictionary contains only the translation of stemmed Hungarian words, therefore,
Hunalign’s input file must be stemmed Hungarian documents. If we directly use Hunalign to
output the sentence-level parallel corpus, the Hungarian sentences will be in the stemmed form
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instead of the original form. This is why we need Hunalign_textAligner.py to pair up the original
unstemmed Hungarian sentences and Chinese sentences using the output line-number pairs.

II. Dictionary Processing Tools
i. join_dict.py
join_dict.py is a tool for creating a combined bilingual dictionary out of two bilingual
dictionaries: one bilingual dictionary in languages A and B, and the other in languages B and C.
In this project, we used this tool to combine an English-Hungarian dictionary with an EnglishChinese dictionary, which creates a Hungarian-Chinese dictionary.
We used this tool to combine the two dictionaries Upenn Chinese-English dictionary and
Sztaki English-Hungarian dictionary as described in Section 2.4.3. Notice that this tool is not
used in creating our final automatically created bilingual dictionary which only involves Chinese
and Hungarian documents. Join_dict.py is simply used as the input dictionary when we first run
Hunalign to create sentence-level parallel corpus.

III. Result Evaluating and Analyzing Tools
i. filter_dict.py
filter_dict.py is a tool for creating a new dictionary by extracting all the common word
pairs from two bilingual dictionaries of the same languages. Filter_dict.py is used to evaluate
Hundict and the Hundict-created Opensubtitles.dict through finding common word paris between
Opensubtitles.dict and Upenn_Upann.dict.
ii. wordStats.py
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wordStats.py is a tool for outputting the statistics of each Hungarian word, Chinese word,
and Hungarian-Chinese word pair occurrence in multiple dictionaries. In the process of
automatically creating dictionaries in this project, different Hundict option and option values
were explored. Therefore, wordStats is needed to compare and evaluate these dictionaries.
Below is an example of the output of wordStats.py. The first column is the number of
dictionaries (out of 12 in this example) that the Hungarian-Chinese word pair occurred in. The
second column is the average score of the word pair from the dictionaries it occurred in. The
third column is the word pair detected by Hundict. The rest of the columns are the detailed scores
of the word pairs in each dictionary.
Notice that this example below is not part of the final resulting dictionary. This example
is just an output file during an experimental process.

Figure 6: Sample of the wordStats.py Output
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Appendix B: User Guide -- Create Your Own SentenceLevel Parallel Corpus and Bilingual Dictionary in Four
Steps
This appendix describes the fastest way to create your own Chinese-Hungarian sentencelevel parallel corpus and dictionary based on our project. The four steps required are shown in
the below graph:

Figure 7: User Guide Flowchart
Step 1: Download the packages listed below from nessi6.ilab.sztaki.hu, under
/home/szuperAurora
Package Name

Package Function

Hunalign

Create Sentence-level Parallel Corpus

Hundict

Create Bilingual Dictionary
Automatically

CorpusTXT

Parallel Hungarian-Chinese Corpus we
collected

Table 4: Packages to Download in User guide
Each package has a README folder contains the documents for all the tools and bash
scripts inside the package. However, to create your sentence-level parallel corpus or bilingual
dictionary, you DO NOT need to learn about using each tool inside each package. You ONLY
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need to run the bash script in Step 3 and 4 to create sentence-level parallel corpus and a bilingual
dictionary, respectively.
Step2: Collect your Parallel documents
All Chinese and Hungarian documents collected should be in utf-8 without BOM
encoding and txt form. The proper format of the documents is necessary for the success of the
next steps.
You can write bash script to transform your documents’ encoding. Use file –bi [Input
File] to find out the encoding of your documents. Use iconv –c –f [Current Encoding] –t [Target
Encoding] [Input File] > [Output File] to change file encodings. You can also use our python
tool encode-transform.py following the instructions in its readme file. From our experience, the
Macs system is the most convenient operating system to find and edit encoding.
To avoid editing the bash script and tools we created, we suggest you to organize
documents in the same structure as in CorpusTXT. The structure is shown in the figure below.

Figure 8: Documents' Organization in User Guide
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Step3: Create Sentence-Level Parallel Corpus
Your only task in this step is to run bash script runHunalign.sh using the command
bash runHunalign.sh [location of folder corpusTXT]
The bash script runHunalign.sh normalizes (e.g. segment, stem…) the parallel documents
automatically, and creates sentence-level parallel corpus for each parallel documents. This bash
script outputs the eight files in each sub-folder, listed in the table below.
File Name

File Content

zh-sen

Chinese Doc segmented in word-level and sentence-level

hu-sen

Hungarian Doc segmented in word-level and sentence-level

hu-sen-stemmed

Hungarian Doc stemmed and segmented in word-level and sentencelevel

Sentence-levelparallelDoc.txt

Chinese-Hungarian Sentence-level parallel corpus. The Hungarian
sentences are in the original unstemmed form.

Sentence-levelparallelDoc.stemmed.txt

Chinese-Hungarian Sentence-level parallel corpus. The Hungarian
sentences are in stemmed form.

align.txt

Hunalign’s output. Line-number pairs of parallel sentences.

zh.aligned

The Chinese sentences from Sentence-level parallelDoc

hu.aligned

The unstemmed Hungarian sentences from Sentence-level
parallelDoc.txt

hu.stemmed.aligned

The stemmed Hungarian sentences from Sentence-level
parallelDoc.stemmed.txt

Table 5: Output Files after Running runHunalign.sh
Step4: Create Chinese-Hungarian Bilingual Dictionary
Your only task in this step is to run bash script runHundict.sh using the command
bash runHundict.sh [location of folder corpusTXT] [your choice of output location]
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This bash script creates a bilingual dictionary for each parallel document, and combines the
dictionaries to produce the final dictionary. The outputs of this bash script are listed in the table
below. File names with * are output in [your choice of output location]. File names without * are
output in each subfolder.
File Name

File Content

*HundictSummary.txt

For each parallel documents: name of documents, word count
of Hungarian/Chinese Documents, number of word pairs
resulted,

*Zh_hu_dict_DICE0.2_iter5

The final dictionary (after combining dictionaries for all
parallel Documents). May contain duplicated word pairs.

.sort.filtered.dup
*Zh_hu_dict_DICE0.2_iter5
.sort.filtered
Zh_hu_dict_DICE0.2_iter5

The final dictionary without duplicated word pairs, but no
similarity scores.

.sort

The sorted dictionary created by Hundict out of each parallel
documents

Potential_name_dice0.2_ln11

Potential name pairs in zh_hu_dict_DICE0.2_iter5.sort

.sort
Zh_hu_dict_DICE0.2_iter5
.sort.filtered

The sorted dictionary created by Hundict out of each parallel
documents, which potential name pairs removed

Table 6: Output Files after Running runHundict.sh
Notice that the –iter and dice are set as 5 and 0.2 respectively. You are free to go into the
bash file and change the options.
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